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Special Christmas greetings to the
Haíɫzaqv Nation from your business
entity - HEDC
We have much to be grateful for this
Christmas with our new beautiful and
spectacular Gvukva’úas Haíłzaqv - House
of the Haíłzaqv - opened to our community
and special guests in October. While the Big
House is made of logs, timber and concrete
it also represents a new era of pride and
appreciation for our thousands year old
culture and existence in this special place on
earth. Our current population is 2,414 and
growing. Our traditional territory encompasses
35,553 square kilometres. It extends from the
southern tip of Calvert Island, up Dean and
Burke Channels as far as Kimsquit and the

head of Dean Inlet to the northeast, and
up the Mathieson and Finlayson Channels
to the north. It is our home and the source
of wealth and sustainability for the Heiltsuk
people.
In this newsletter, we wish to honour a very
special Haíłzaqv and one of our hereditary
Chiefs, Wilfred Humchitt, for his long
association with HEDC and contributions
to our success from our humble beginnings
in 2006. Thank you so much, Wilfred, for
everything you have done to make Bella
Bella a better place for all.
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Honouring Hemus Wilfred Humchitt Sr.
in the fishing industry with his
first job at age 15 in Namu at
the cannery. He took over his
dad’s fishing boat, the Ellen H,
and fished until 1965. During
this time, he married Vivian
from Kispiox and together they
raised 5 children and moved
to Ocean Falls for work.

For those of you who don’t know,
Wilfred Humchitt is a hereditary Chief,
representing the “inside people”
originating from Roscoe Inlet.
Like many local people, and his father
before him, Wilfred had strong roots

Wilfred spent 15 years in
Oceans Falls, during which he
earned a Diploma from BCIT
in Pulp and Paper Technology.
He later worked at the Power
River pulp mill where he got
his Class 4 Steam ticket and
worked in the power and
steam department. He spent
a bit of time at the McKenzie
mill but it was way too cold there for
his liking.
He returned to Bella Bella in 1985 and
started working as Band Manager for
HTC for 19 years and retired in 2004.

During his time at HTC the fish plant
was started and the new water system
was put in.
Wilfred had a long association with
HEDC having worked for the forestry
business and volunteered to serve on
the HEDC board and even appeared
on the cover of our first newsletter in
Sept. 2006. In 2010 he volunteered
to serve on the Heiltsuk holdings
Board and said, “I got involved in the
restructured organization because I
wanted to see progress in creating
new jobs and getting on with projects
to improve our community. “ He
remained on the Holdings Board until
this year.
We have been very fortunate to have
worked with Wilfred and have very
much appreciated his dedication, his
quiet wisdom and willingness to help
make things better for our community.
His contributions will never be
forgotten!

2020 Will Be a Great Year for the Haiłzaqv Nation!
Message from Leona Humchitt, Chair
As we close out 2019 and the decade,
we are optimistic about what’s in store
of the Haiłzaqv nation in 2020.
Gladstone Settlement
We offer our congratulations to GRS
for the successful negotiations on
compensation for the infringement of
our right to harvest and sell herring roe
on kelp. The settlement has been a
special milestone for our people. We
give thanks to William and remember
his dear brother and wife, as well as
Bobby Germyn.
HaiŁcistut
Congratulations to our Negotiators,
Technical team and steering committee
for their collaborative work in finalizing
a 3-year funding arrangement with
Canada. Our master Tourism plan and
5-year economic development funding
will be developed to create a blueprint
and path for our future.
Clean Energy Planning
The global climate crisis transcends
local, regional, national and
international concerns. Our Climate
team consists of Ayla Brown, Lily
Innes and Leona Humchitt. We will
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commence
workshops in
January on
clean energy
literacy and
education for
the nation.
This will
prepare us in
developing a
5 year Clean
Energy Plan
with input
from the
nation.
Heat
Pumps
There
are many
Heiltsuk Holdings Board – Dirk Brinkman, Saphire Humchitt (COO), Jacqui
players and
Nadrazsky, Leona Humchitt (Chair) and Earl Newman (missing Bo Reid
and Chief Marilyn Slett)
stakeholders
involved
abreast of our financials, reports and
to ensure that our nation’s homes
strategic plans. The draft statements
have adequate renewable heat. Our
are included in this newsletter.
Climate team is working with Coastal
First Nations, Housing, Capital,
Heiltsuk Ace Program
Reconciliation, CleanBC, BC Hydro,
We wish to acknowledge and thank
CMHC and Indigenous Services
Pamela Wilson for her hard work in
Canada to leverage and stack funding
the development of the Heiltsuk ACE
streams to retrofit our homes.
Program and continued support for
the students. This is building capacity
Sawmill Project
in entrepreneurship. Thank you for
The beauty of coming from a
the invite to hear all their awesome
strong nation is the opportunity for
business concepts. To the students,
collaboration. We are leveraging and
we offer our encouragement to stay
maximizing opportunities to purchase
the course and aim to finish strong.
a mill owned by and for the nation.
Proud of you!
FP Innovations and the Province’s
bio-economy sector is supporting our
Merry Christmas!
efforts to create value-added, more
To the Haiłzaqv nation, our front line
jobs, healthy and energy-efficient
workers and service providers, to
homes and potential bio-fuel (sawdust
those that will continue to serve us
and chips) for high-efficiency woodthrough the holiday – we wish you all
burning stoves.
a very Merry Christmas and a safe and
HEDC Year End
Happy New Year.
Our auditors will have our year end
audit completed in January 2020.
Giaxsixa,
Upon receipt, HEDC will host a
community meeting to keep you
Leona Humchitt, Chair
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Moving Forward to Sustainability for
Heiltsuk Businesses
Message from Saphire Humchitt, Chief Operating Officer
It has now been just over a year
since I accepted the position of Chief
Operating Officer. We have faced many
challenges in accomplishing our goal of
making our businesses sustainable and
are moving forward with a number of
initiatives for the Heiltsuk businesses:
Airport
• Continuing with plans for more
improvements at the Airport
Terminal and still waiting for
the response to our application
for funding for a new terminal
building.
• Addressing Transport Canada
regulation requirements in the
operation of the airport
Forestry
• Completed a Feasibility Study for
a Sawmill and now continuing
with a new Business Plan
• Completed a Pilot Project for
Salvage wood and planning for
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continued projects
Updating the long-term business
plan and preparing for the new
business model
Making plans to offer training in
the community
Planning for next year’s logging
operation in Breakwater
Finalizing log sales from this
year’s logging operations to
finish up the last of the projects
managed by A&A

•

slow catches. The Sablefish and
Dog Fish are planned to start
next.
Participating in the Regional

Fisheries Reconciliation planning
to increase access for local
fishermen through the upcoming
Community Based Fisheries
Updating the long-term Business
Plan to continue to assess
other species for the processing
through the Plant, including
Ribbon Kelp and Sea Salt. Add
value for all products and new
marketing and branding.
Updating the Western Economic
Development Funding
agreement to better meet our
needs
Planning for Upgrades to the
plant
Working with our neighbours
to coordinate all products
caught through our joint
“Central Coast Commercial
Fisheries Association” licenses
to be delivered to our plant for
processing

Fuel Business
• Completed a new long-term
business plan
• Analyzing how to expand the
product line to include additional
services and products
• Addressing regulatory
requirements for the operations

•

•

Reviewing the cost and funding
sources for new software
to improve the inventory
management, tax reporting and
cash flow requirements.
Started to create a formal
maintenance plan for the tank
farm, autogas bar and Marina.

Post Office
• Post Office Operations were
transferred to the Heiltsuk Tribal
Council in July 2019
Band Store
• Review of finances and new
budget to assess operational
improvements
Liquor Agency
• Implementation of new budget
and review of operations
Cablevision
• Keeping up with equipment
upgrades has been challenging
but we are moving forward
• A long-term business plan will
be worked on
• Increased Bandwidth for internet
services is currently in the works
with our provider

Freight
• Implementation of new budget
and review of cashflow
completed to ensure operations
continue smoothly
• A long-term business plan will
be worked on
HEDC
• We are currently recruiting for an
Administrative Assistant
• A review for how the Accounting
department can fulfil its duties
and operate more efficiently is
underway
• A plan for Training and capacity
building is also being developed
There are many more potential
opportunities that would benefit our
community that we wish to pursue
for the Heiltsuk people. Although they
will require a lot of work, planning
and support from HTC, HIRMD,
our funders, business partners and
suppliers, staff and community
members, we are confident that we
will continue to move forward in a
positive manner, thank-you and Merry
Christmas. A special thanks to all
our employees and contractors who
continue to work safely and to improve
life and living in Bella Bella.

Fish Plant
• Completed the salmon season,
with less than anticipated
volumes, but changed from
selling frozen to selling fresh
salmon, generating an improved
margin in sales
• Obtained funding to prepare four
gillnetters to participate in the
commercial Ground Fishery. The
Halibut season is now finished
and had some challenges with
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Larry Campbell-designed art
decorates the face of the Big
House as well as a pole gifted by
Haida Nations and carved by artist
Christian White.
The pole is a reinforcement of a
peace agreement between the Haida
and Heiltsuk, who had a history of
war during the pre-contact era.
Haida Hereditary Chief Gidansda told
how the nations came together.
“David Gladstone, Hṃ́zít, had
brought some of the songs that were
held here for years,” said Gidansda.

Photo: Verna Wilson

‘It Was Really Important to Us’: Bella Bella
Gets Its Big House Back
Credit: Lee Wilson, APTN News
October 2019
After more than 100 years, a Big House is now standing
again in Bella Bella thanks to the resilience of the Heiltsuk
people.
For B.C. coastal nations – Big Houses are the centre of
governance and traditional practice.
Hereditary Chief Harvey Humchitt said it was quite a
moment when the “Gvákva’áus Haíɫzaqv” or House of The
Heiltsuk opened for the first time.
“I had a roller-coaster ride of emotions; it was really
important to us, and it was really good to see our community
turn out for the opening of the big house,” said Humchitt.
The Canadian government banned any kind of ceremonial
practices like potlatches in 1885.

The potlatch ban ended in 1951 but it took time for Heiltsuk
people in Bella Bella to start practicing culture openly again.
“One of the things was so interesting and so sad at the
same time, even though the potlatch ban had been lifted in
Canada, nobody told our people it was OK to do this,” said
William Housty, cultural advisor on the Big House.
“So, our people didn’t start pot latching until the 1980s.”
Construction of House of The Heiltsuk was a vision of many
community members who have now passed on. Initial
donations for the building of a Big House came in more than
50 years ago.
Now, in collaboration with community, heredity chiefs
and tribal council, they were able to raise $7.2 million to
complete the project and carry out the ceremonies.

Five years later in 1890, children started being sent away to
residential schools.

“One of the very first donations came in the ’60s, I think
1967-68 it came in,” Housty recalled. “It’s only been in the
last 10 or 12 years where we made the huge push.

Heiltsuk ceremonial practises were forced underground to
survive.

“It’s been 40-plus years of trying to make this happen and it
finally culminated in this today.”

“For over 60 years we carried on without performing on our
potlatches. Now, this Big House is going to ensure we can
carry out our potlatch,” said Humchitt.

Most of the wood used in building the Big House came from
Heiltsuk territory. Four beautiful house posts hold up the
frame. Carvings led by Heiltsuk artist Ian Reid.
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“He brought those songs back to a
potlatch. From there we started the discussions.”
Both the Haida and Heiltsuk blessed the pole before it was
raised to stand in the front of the Big House and finalized
with potlatch and celebration.
The agreement strengthens the alliances for defending their
land and water rights.
“When you look at what’s happening globally, we have had
a lot of success protecting the Great Bear Rainforest, half
of Haida Gwaii, but yet the global forces that are happening
put everything in peril,” said Gidansda.
The Big House stands to preserve the culture and serve as
a place for social gatherings. It will be the focus for young
Heiltsuk to practice song, dance and ceremony.
“It gives me a really
good feeling to see
our young people
who were our focal
point of the opening
yesterday. It gives me
a really good feeling to
see they have learned
our ways – our cultural
dances – and can
perform them,” said
Humchitt.

Haida pole raising at the Bella Bella Big House.
Photo: Lee Wilson/APTN

before for thousands of years.
“Investing in our youth and making sure they have the
opportunity to express themselves as Heiltsuk people has
been a vision for our leaders for a very long time,” Housty
said.
“So everything we do here yesterday and the coming days
going into the future is for all the young children that have yet
to be born.”
Hundreds of visitors from nations across Turtle Island came
to celebrate five days of ceremonies filled with song, dance
and traditional foods.
Heiltsuk Hereditary Chief Harvey Humchitt
Photo: Lee Wilson/APTN

Youth will gain
knowledge and
language from
Elders. They will then
pass it down to the
generation after them
as has been practiced

W’ánémt’a
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tradition was forced underground, into
the hands of little girls like Brown —
customs maintained quietly and with
great care, in whispers passed from
grandmother to mother to child.
Brown said her people would gather
in their homes with hereditary chiefs
so they could get on with matters of
business, far from the eyes of Indian
agents, priests or others charged with
prohibiting their ways of life.

Heiltsuk elders Margaret Brown and Caroline Hall stand in front of the Haíɫzaqv λiác̓i (big house) after taking a tour on September 16, 2019.
Photo: Heiltsuk Tribal Council

‘The Heartbeat of Our Community’: Heiltsuk
Open Historic Big House
Credit: Emilee Gilpin, The Narwhal
October 2019
When Heiltsuk elder Liz Brown was
just a little girl, her mother sat her
down on a chair, looked her in the eyes
and told her to pay real close attention
to detail.
Every wedding. Every community affair.
Every custom. Every taboo.
The importance of handing down
names and laws and stories from one
generation to the next was impressed
upon Brown, even as a little girl.
“Every week my mother would sit me
down and tell me what I could not do,
over and over and over again,” Brown
said.
“She said … you need to watch
and you need to listen, so you can
learn everything. And I remember
everything.”
For the Heiltsuk Nation, oral tradition
was essential to the fight to keep their

culture and traditions alive.
Unlike their bodies and unlike their big
houses, oral tradition was something
that couldn’t be buried.
Or burned.
Like many coastal First Nations in what
is now known as British Columbia,
recent Heiltsuk history is one filled with
colonial violence. While archeological
evidence dates the community back
over 14,000 years, the last 200 years
involves settlers arriving on Canada’s
western shores, swept up in the
promise of its riches: lumber, fish, fur.
The Heiltsuk nation’s customs and
systems of
governance
were seen as
an impediment
to resource
extraction
and what
settlers didn’t
understand, they
feared, and by

1885, the touchstones of community
gatherings and traditional customs, like
potlatching, were formally outlawed
across Canada.
By 1900, Heiltsuk communities
were finding their masks, bentwood
boxes, regalia and canoes pilfered
or disappeared. The grand places
of governance and ceremony — the
big houses, the house posts — were
hacked down and sent away. Or
simply burned to the ground.
For elders such as Brown, the
strategic ruin of the Heiltsuk
community and culture is a part of
living memory. Amid the hostility of
state law, the preservation of Heiltsuk

She admires the strength of her
ancestors, who had to make do with
a village hall that served as a de facto
big house for weddings, naming
ceremonies, tombstone rites or the
transfer of power.
The resurrection of culture was
suppressed for decades after
traditional places like big houses were
destroyed — the potlatch ban wasn’t
lifted until 1951.
And a big house wouldn’t be lifted in
the Heiltsuk village for another 120
years. That is, until now.
Indigenous relatives from around
the world convene for big house
opening
In less than one week, Brown’s effort
to hold onto her community’s traditions
and her mother’s devoted guidance
will come full circle with the official
opening of the Gvúkva’áus Haíłzaqv
(Heiltsuk big house) in Waglisla, or

Bella Bella, B.C.
“Our ancestors believed that there
were three values that Heiltsuk hold in
order to be a really good community,”
she said. “The first one is to be
respectful, the other one is to share
what you have with each other, and
the last one, is to work together. And
those values brought us to where we
are today.”
The Heiltsuk community is grinding
around the clock to open the big
house in time for an anticipated 3,000
guests who’ll visit across five days to
celebrate the momentous occasion.
Guests will join in ceremony and
song, witness dancers impersonate
the supernatural on the big house
floor, feast on coastal delicacies and
experience the full power of a people
in their rightful place.
Community members are working 10
hours a day, six days a week to finish
painting the front of the big house
— which is 25 metres wide and 10
metres high.
Each of the logs for the big house
was hand picked, locally sourced
and milled. Forty locals have been
employed throughout the project.
In many Indigenous communities
in B.C., traditional λiác̓i (big house)
are the customary space for acts of
governance and ceremony.

The ‘Namgis people have a big house
in their territory in ‘Yalis (Alert Bay,
Cormorant Island), built in 1999 after
their original big house was destroyed.
Brown attended a potlatch at the
‘Namgis big house and said while there
she felt the strong presence of the
ancestors of that place. She said she
expects for the Heiltsuk, it will be the
same.
The event will be “a big family reunion,”
she said, as relatives travel from far
and wide to witness and participate in
the historic occasion.
Half of Heiltsuk membership live off of
the reserve, she said, but almost all of
her family will be making the trip home.
Elected Chief Councillor of the Heiltsuk
Tribal Council, Marilyn Slett, said it will
be more than just Heiltsuk members
who attend the opening.
As dancers and singers prepare, and
gifts and traditional food are readied,
Indigenous relatives are beginning a
journey to Bella Bella from the world
over.
Maori from New Zealand, people from
the Yukon and across B.C.’s coast will
convene in Heiltsuk territory, along with
a delegation of Haida, traveling south
for a totem pole raising — upholding
a promise made in the Haida-Heiltsuk

The Heiltsuk big house undergoing construction in September 2019. Photo: Louise Whitehouse/The Narwhal

Phil Gray, who is Ts’msyen and Cree, worked with Heiltsuk carver
Ian (Nusi) Reid to craft elaborate posts for the big house. The
pair saturated themselves in the study of traditional Heiltsuk-style
poles, art and design. Photo: Heiltsuk Tribal Council
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Carvers, singers, dancers, artists and
food-preparers have all devoted their
time to the project. It’s a labour of
community dedication and love, Chief
Housty said.

Ian Reid (Nusi) and one of the house posts now standing in the Haíɫzaqv big house. Photos: Kyle Artelle

peace treaty, signed in 2015.

we’re able to do what we’re doing.”

Haida carver Christian White was
hired by his leadership to carve a pole
for the Heiltsuk. It will be raised on
October 14th, the day after the initial
blessing of the big house.

The resurgence of culture for the
Heiltsuk is about more than regaining
lost tradition; it’s about healing and
moving forward with pride and
strength.

“The Haida and Heiltsuk were once
always at war with one another,”
Brown said. “They were both always
sneaking around.” But during one
planned Haida attack, the two groups
instead began to talk and agreed on a
verbal peace treaty. “At the time, they
gave the Heiltsuk the right to dance
what we call ‘the Haida dance,’ and
later we signed a formal treaty.”

The nation has faced unimaginable
hardships, from the threat to their right
to fish herring, succeeding economic
hardships, to a devastating oil spill
in one of their main food harvesting
areas. Like many Indigenous peoples
in Canada, they have survived and
found ways to thrive in the face of
genocide.

The heartbeat of the community
When Chief Slett was growing up, she
said she didn’t have the kind of cultural
pride and strength in her identity that
she sees in Heiltsuk youth today.
She knew her band number, she said,
and she knew she was from Bella
Bella and that she was Heiltsuk, but
there wasn’t space for the cultural
resurgence and conversations around
decolonization she witnesses today.
“We’ve had 150 years of colonialism
… but today, our young people are
strong and grounded in their culture
and grounded in their identities,”
she said. “It’s because of our grans,
our grandpas, aunties, uncles, and
our ancestors. It’s because of their
resilience and empowerment that
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The nation has demonstrated the
strength and resiliency of their people,
breathing life into their ancestor’s
dreams, and engraving a healthy future
for the next generations.
For Chief Slett, watching the rise of
the big house — named, Gvákva’áus
Haíɫzaqv, meaning “house of the
Haíłzaqv” for all Heiltsuk people —
comes with a deep emotional impact.
The external transformation mirrors
a deeper renewal, she said, both in
herself and her community as a whole.
“I feel my life changing on a personal
level, having the big house in our
community,” Chief Slett said. “And the
doors haven’t even opened, it hasn’t
been opened through our ceremonies
yet.”

The presence of the big house, for her,
transcends language: “The presence
of the big house is something that
can only be felt … It’s going to be,
and it already is, the heartbeat of our
community.”
‘The big house is going to change
the future for our people’
The dream of the big house belongs
to the community, but its coming
to fruition has meant tapping into
resources well beyond Heiltsuk
members.
For several years the community
has fundraised for the project, even
creating a big house committee and
fund to which government and industry
working in their traditional territory have
been encouraged to contribute.
Hereditary Chief Gary Housty Sr., a
commercial fisherman for more than
50 years, said that as someone who
doesn’t like to leave his territory for
more than a few days, he’s seen a lot
of change over the years, and a lot of
people come forward to bring the big
house to life.
Members from the Timber Kings
television show from Williams Lake,
B.C., donated lumber harvested from
within Heiltsuk territory as well as time
to help construct the frame of the big
house. Craig Widsten from Shearwater
Marine donated his barge to ship
project timber for free.

Nusi, like the other carvers working on
the building, refused to be paid for his
work.

“We cannot have a potlatch without
these special people,” he said. “I call
them our treasures.”

“I told the chiefs I’d do it for free,
because it needs to be done,” Nusi
said. “Our people fought so hard for
what we have that it feels good just to
honour and uplift that.”

“My father passed on six years ago,
at the age of 92,” he added. “I clearly
remember him and others dreaming
of this big day. We honour them and
he will be in my thoughts as I speak.
I always try and remember what he
taught me.”

He added the creation of the big
house has him thinking about the next
generation, including his own son.
Eli, who is about to turn two, spent
countless hours by his dad’s side at
the big house, even participating in the
carving with his own little hands.

Chief Housty speaks of the individuals
who have dedicated a special amount
of time and energy to the big house,
such as carver Ian Reid, known as
Nusi, who has been working day and
night for months trying to accomplish
his task.

“It makes my heart sing to know my
boy’s going to grow up in a big house,”
he said. “The big house is going to
change the future for our people,
forever. It’s going to plant so many
healthy seeds in the children, and their
children.”

“The big house is going to change the
future of our people forever … forever,”
Nusi said. “I’m just a simple carver,
and I’ve never carved anything on this
scale before. I’m just one little person,
I’m not a master carver.”

A ripple effect
For Chief Slett, the Heiltsuk big house
is a symbol of her people’s resilience.

Though the task is daunting, he
added, “it’s empowering.”
“The empowering part comes from
thinking about how many years our
people went without a big house …
the empowering part comes from
thinking about how the big house
will reaffirm our connection to the
geographic locations our names come
from — the territory, the resources,
and everything else … It’s going to tie
all of that together.”
Nusi’s main responsibility is preparing
the four posts of the big house, an
essential component of the structure’s
traditional design. The four posts are
now standing in their forever place in
the big house. They are more than
wood and paint, they are spirits that
have been awakened, they are beings,
he said, with life forces of their own.

W’ánémt’a

“Our community is strong,” she said.
“I think it will be a healing process
as a community, acknowledging the
strength and resiliency of our people.”
Nusi said he believes the gathering will
have an impact beyond his people’s
traditional territory.
“What we do here, what’s happening
here on this small little place on the
central coast — it’s going to have a
ripple effect
across the
whole earth,”
Nusi said,
adding that
while the
Heiltsuk have
a responsibility
to guard their
teachings, they
also have a duty
to share them,
especially with
others who have

lost their connection to land and place.
“It’s going to impact the central coast,
our neighbouring tribes, giving them
medicine, inspiration and energy too.”
Thinking about the upcoming
gathering, elder Liz Brown finds
herself recounting all those former
ceremonies, the details of which she’s
stored in her memory.
She remembers the close attention
she paid during weddings especially
— the blankets, the gifts and carefully
counted place settings, laid on
crocheted tablecloths.
She recounts the Bella Bella concert
band, and how women adorned
in dark blue shirts and white tops
emerged with ladles in their hands.
She says there were times former
hereditary chief Moody Humchitt would
rise to speak in front of her community
and they would fall into a deep,
resounding silence.
Brown’s memory has housed so many
important cultural moments. Now the
big house will too.
“I’m sure at the end of the week, we’ll
all be super tired,” Brown said, adding,
“but we’ll also be super happy.”

Elder Elizabeth Brown stands in front of
her hereditary chiefs Frank Brown (left) and
Anne Housty (right), beaming with pride her
ancestors come true.
Photo: Heiltsuk Tribal Council
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Off-Season – 2019/2020
1. Developing HFML training plan for submission to BC
Employer Training Grant program
2. Update of HFML Business Plan
3. Development of HFML Marketing and implementation
Plan
4. Utilization of funding as per the HFML Western
Diversification Program contribution agreement to carry
out plant preventive maintenance plan as well as purchase
processing equipment that will enable us to diversify our
product line which in turn will lead to a longer operating
season and increased employment opportunities.

Moving to New Fisheries Products and
Increased Employment

3. Spot Prawn Processing – May 2020
• utilize the CCCFA prawn license to process live
prawns at HFML
• working to coordinate other CCCFA licenses to have
boats deliver to HFML for custom processing

Photo: Ian McAllister

4. Salmon Season – Mid-June - end of August
• build on fresh market
• work over winter to build value-added clientele
(fresh/frozen fillets)
• add salmon-roe (Ikura) processing line
5. Sea Cucumbers
• Custom processing sea cucumbers

A report from Shawn Baybutt, HFML Manager
Salmon
1. Challenging Salmon Season:
• Only four 1 day openings this past season
2. Positive:
• able to work with broker and another processor to
tap into fresh fish market
• utilized packer boat to send out fresh Chum
processed at the plant in order to meet the timings
necessary for shipping
• sold green fresh roe
We have been able to get higher margin for fresh rather than
selling frozen at end of season thus maintaining positive
cash flow for the business.
Future Plans
• value-added salmon products
• fillets, ikura, etc.
• looking into feasibility of adding a smokehouse
Groundfish
1. With the cooperation of HIRMD, halibut quota was
allocated to the vessel, Sea Bar, on condition the HFML is
the buyer.
• 16,591 lbs landed and purchased by HFML
• 90% sold fresh – 10% held as frozen inventory to
hold for value-added filleting
• working on establishing market for fillets that will
provide the highest rate of return
2. With support from CCCFA, HFML purchased the
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necessary electronic monitoring equipment required to
participate in the commercial groundfish fishery. 3 vessels
now have the equipment installed.
3. Vessels started fishing halibut during the last week of
September and the halibut season wrapped up November
14th.
4. Dogfish pilot program will be starting shortly.
Vessels with the electronic monitoring equipment will
be participating. Determine viability of dogfish fishery.
Anticipate its success and will be looking to expand the
program next season.
5. Sablefish
• Sea Bar to be fishing sablefish December to
February
• We will purchase from boat.

5. Haítcístut: Framework Agreement for Reconciliation
• work closely with HIRMD to implement HFML
objectives under the Fisheries & Marine and
Economic Development houseposts
• fish plant revitalization implementation plan
(In 2017 a thorough onsite inspection was
conducted by Automata Industrial Consulting
that included general safety, mechanical,
structural, electrical, security, environmental,
hygiene, and plant process.)
• in early 2020 will be starting implementation of
first phase of that report

Further Down the Pipe
Explore Opportunities With Other Commercial Fisheries
1. Pink Shrimp
2. Hake/Pollock
3. Dive Fisheries
Explore Aquaculture Opportunities
1. Scallops
2. Kelp
3. Other Shellfish
Photo: Ian McAllister

The Look Ahead
1. SOK Fishery – March/April 2020
2. Groundfish – March 2020 to Mid-November 2020
• Halibut opens mid-March – continue with halibut
with intent to value-add.
• Coordinate with HIRMD to start Lingcod fishery.
• Working to build clientele for rockfish over the winter
and anticipate having vessels participate in live and/
or fresh fishery.

W’ánémt’a
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Airport Operations Update
The Bella Bella Airport is a vital
transportation link for community
residents of Bella Bella and Klemtu
and resource workers and other
professionals working in the region.
Josh Carpenter is now starting his
fourth year of managing the Airport.
“We have completed renovations of
the bathroom facilities and painting
the interior of the building. We will
continue working on the external
siding, weatherproofing the baggage
claim area, and look to install a backup electrical generator. Fortunately,
we secured funding from Coast
Opportunity Funds and the Coast
Sustainability Trust for these muchneeded improvements” said Josh.
“The bigger project is an application

for $4.8 million in funding from the
Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program to construct a brand new
Airport Terminal Building for Bella
Bella. We are currently waiting for word
from the B.C. Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing infrastructure
resource officer tasked with evaluating
all applications and hoping to see our
application successful. In a recent
phone call, we have been informed a
decision is expected in late 2019 or
early 2020”.
The past few years had seen some
declines in airport usage but the
summer of 2019 saw some modest
increases as some lodges that
historically didn’t transfer through the
Airport changed their travel plans.
As a result of these minor increases,

Waglisla Liquor Store
Holiday Store Hours
December 22nd, 23rd & 24th – 10am-6pm
December 25th, 26th & 27th – Closed
December 28th-30th – 10am-6pm
January 1st & 2nd – Closed
total traffic is about 4,650 aircraft
landings and takeoffs this year and
approximately 26,500 arriving and
departing passengers.

HEDC Income Statement 2018/19 - Unaudited
For 12 m o n t h s en d in g March 31 , 2019
Gross Margin

Operating
Expenses

Net Profit
(Operating
Revenue)

0

224,008

194,148

29,860

287,592

0

287,592

378,431

-90,839

591,708

0

591,708

566,606

25,102

Fisheries

1,911,260

1,221,885

689,375

792,070

-102,695

Fuel

1,888,483

1,506,821

381,662

323,290

58,372

Band Store

6,515,178

4,978,065

1,537,113

973,567

563,546

Cablevision

469,346

71,610

397,736

178,003

219,733

Freight

367,984

236,364

131,620

112,452

19,168

Liquor

1,450,650

1,042,086

408,564

257,453

151,111

63,722

74,170

-10,448

2,566

-13,104

13,769,931

9,131,001

4,638,930

3,778,596

860,344

Revenue

Cost of Goods
Sold

Airport

224,008

Forestry
HEDC

Post Office
TOTAL

The unaudited statements show a net operating income of $860,344 for the year ending last March 31, which may change
in the audited statements. Forestry, fisheries and the post office had losses for the year but there were logging projects in
progress and unsold logs not yet recorded in these statements. As of 2020, a new operating model for the forestry business
is now in place and that is expected to change the financial situation significantly for that business in a positive way with
greater certainty. Effective in the new fiscal year, Heiltsuk Tribal Council resumed control of the operations of the Post Office.
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Waglisla Band Store
Holiday Store Hours
December 24th – 9am-4pm
December 25th – Closed Merry Christmas!
December 26th – 1pm-5pm
December 27th-30th – 9am-5:30pm
December 31st – 9am-4pm

Our thanks to the community and surrounding area
customers for your continued patronage.
We look forward to the upcoming “festive season”.
We will keep you posted on the schedule of events.
Our wishes for good health and safety.
Regards, Pat Housty and staff
W’ánémt’a
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HEDC Directory | Winter 2019
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
Heiltsuk Economic Development
Committee
Marilyn Slett − non-voting
Carmen Lawson − Economic
Development Officer
Leona Humchitt
Bo Reid
Megan Humchitt
Earl Newman
Saphire Humchitt − non-voting
Ian Bruised Head − HTC Executive
Director
Jacqui Nadrazky

Heiltsuk Holdings − appoints
Operating Board Directors
Leona Humchitt, Chair
Bo Reid
Jacqui Nadrazsky
Marilyn Slett - ex-officio
Earl Newman
Dirk Brinkman

HEDC

P.0. Box 950
63 Waglisla Street
Bella Bella, BC V0T 1Z0
Phone: (250) 957-2217
adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.com

OPERATING BOARDS

Natural Resources Operating
Board − oversees forestry, fish
plant, shellfish co.
Bo Reid
Dirk Brinkman
Pamela Wilson
Randy Carpenter
Matt Wealick

Tourism and Retail Operating
Board − oversees Band Store,
Liquor Agency, Airport, Fuel,
Freight, and Cable operations.
Chair - Vacant
Kathy Sereda
Evangeline Clifton
Don Starr
Carey Windsor

Management Services Operating
Board − oversees COO
Bo Reid
Joanne Green
Dawn Wilson
Jackie Nadrazsky

Saphire Humchitt, CPA, CGA
Chief Operating Officer
coo@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217

Lauren Reid
Payroll
payroll@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 225

Vacant
Manager – Lama Pass Fuel
lpfmanager@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2440

VACANT
Accounting Supervisor
fm@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 223

Josh Carpenter
Manager – Bella Bella Airport
bbairport@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2868

Victor Jackson
Manager – Waglisla Cablevision
wagcable@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2191

Frances Brown
Senior Accountant
srac@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 221

Garney Reid
Manager – Waglisla Liquor Agency
wagliqstore@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2300

Pat Housty
Manager – Waglisla Band Store
waglislabandstore@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2373

Sadie Lawson
Accounts Payable
payables@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 227

Heiltsuk Coastal Forest Products
hcfp@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2971

Shawn Baybutt
Manager – Heiltsuk Fisheries
Management Ltd.
plantmanager@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-7116

HEDC STAFF

Val Wilson
Accounts Receivable
adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 226

Bill Reandy
Manager – Waglisla Freight
wagfreight@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2203

Newsletter produced by Bill Dumont and designed by Blue Pixel Design. Thanks to all who contributed to this issue.
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